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10 issues that divide christians paperback amazon com - create biblical answers to society s toughest challenges
christians know there must be credible biblical answers to society s toughest challenges but is there a way to find these
answers without advanced degrees in both biblical studies and political science 10 issues that divide christians from best
selling christian apologist alex mcfarland is an in depth but accessible exploration, the doctrines that divide a fresh look
at the historic - the doctrines that divide a fresh look at the historic doctrines that separate christians, do christians
muslims and jews worship the same god - opinion by jeffrey weiss special to cnn cnn pope francis surprised israeli and
palestinian leaders last month when he invited them to a special prayer ceremony at the vatican this sunday not least
because religion has often been the source not the salve of the region s conflicts, transgender issues sharply divide
republicans democrats - the american public is fundamentally divided over whether it s possible for someone to be a
gender different from the sex they were assigned at birth according to a new pew research center survey the survey comes
amid debates over which public bathrooms transgender individuals should use how they should be recognized on official
documents and whether they should serve in the u s military, christianity in egypt wikipedia - christianity is second
biggest religion in egypt the number of egyptian christians nearly all of whom are coptic christians adherents of the coptic
orthodox church or other coptic churches is uncertain estimates range from 5 to 15 of the population while a minority within
egypt egypt s christian population is the largest in absolute numbers in the middle east and north africa, do christians
really believe common sense atheism - redated from march 2009 i was a christian recently enough to remember what it
felt like to really believe the creator of the universe talked to me to really believe i would go to heaven and unbelievers would
go to hell to really believe that prayer made a difference it sure felt like i really believed that stuff and other christians tell me
they really believe that stuff too, types of christianity in history who were the first - in the history of christianity there
have been many ways to resolve the contradictions between jesus being god and jesus being divine in the centuries before
the concept of the trinity was invented docetism was one belief professed by the very first christians it is the idea that jesus
was divine but that to interact with the corrupt world was given the appearance of humanity 22 23, what happens to
christians who stray escape to reality - what happens to christians who stray or follow another jesus another spirit or
another gospel this is not a hard question to answer because it happened in the bible the consequences of going astray are
well documented yet the question is worth asking because many don t know the answer or, 2020 reasons christianity is
false 2020 reasons - according to the bible god killed or authorized the killings of up to 25 million people this is the god of
which jesus was an integral part, orthodoxy vs heterodoxy the fundamental divide in the - orthodoxy vs heterodoxy the
fundamental divide in the united methodist church monday may 5th 2014, nigeria and oil global issues - fight continues for
nigeria oil spill victims al jazeera june 8 2010 for more information the following are good places to start democracy now s
section called voices from the nigerian resistance the award winning documentary drilling and killing by amy goodman
jeremy scahill and dred scott keyes assassins in foreign lands a corpwatch radio interview with human rights activist
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